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Abstract We present the implementation of a bidirec-
tional link between RA3DIO and XGobi, based on the
middleware standard DCE. RA3DIO is a virtual real-
ity framework for the design and management of mo-
bile phone networks and the optimization of antenna
positions. XGobi is a software package particularly
useful for the analysis of multivariate statistical data.
RA3DIO only runs under a PC Windows environment
and XGobi under Unix. We describe the main func-
tionality of the link and related topics such as concur-
rency and linked brushing, and we discuss the under-
lying internal communication structures. Finally, we
recommend some software design rules with respect to
our experiences with the presented link.
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1 Introduction

For Geographic Information Systems (GIS), an ex-
ploration of a virtual world is a powerful metaphor
for interacting with the system. A part of such an
exploration mechanism is readily available: Visual
realism and real-time navigation are provided by
typical virtual reality systems. Database function-
ality, including efficient access to huge amounts of
geometric and texture data on disk, can be added
with sophisticated coupling mechanisms [1]. With

such a coupling, our application of interest can be
fully supported: Mobile phone antenna positions
and the induced signal strength distribution on a
terrain can be visualized and explored in a virtual
trip in real-time, while the antenna and terrain data
can be maintained in the database [2]. It should be
obvious that a system with this functionality is use-
ful to a large part of the population today, since it
helps to identify mobile phone antenna places that
keep the potential adverse effects on the people at
a minimum.

The information that such a system provides,
however, is in many cases incomplete without
proper statistical evaluations. For the influence
of a mobile phone antenna, for instance, it is im-
portant to know its activity pattern: When is the
antenna in use, and to what degree? What does
this imply on the actual signal strength distribution
over time and space, as compared to the maximum
signal strength? These questions and many oth-
ers might arise in the antenna placement decision
process, and it is certainly wise to have a powerful
off-the-shelf statistics package available to answer
them. Such a package must interact properly with
the virtual reality/database system. This is easier
said than done: The user might want to have sev-
eral windows on the screen, one with the virtual
reality, another with a histogram of antenna us-
age, and as he/she moves through the scene, he/she
might want the histogram to dynamically change



according to what he/she sees. If there is an in-
teresting pattern shown in the histogram, the user
might want to have the system highlight it in the
virtual reality window, and vice versa. This latter
functionality is called “linked brushing”, since the
selection (by brushing) of an item in one window
also selects the same item in all other windows. It
is easy to imagine that with such a system, far more
interesting conclusions can be drawn than with a
system that lacks any of these components.

Unfortunately, it is by no means obvious how
to connect the components in the best possible
way. Certainly, it is neither doable nor desirable
to change the source code of two systems in or-
der to make them communicate. In this paper, we
report on the issues involved in a system interac-
tion mechanism that we designed and implemented
for the application above: A mobile phone antenna
placement and management system, RA3DIO, in-
teracts with a statistical graphics package, XGobi.
The acronym RA3DIO stands for “Radio Antenna
placement with 3-Dimensional Interactive Opti-
mization”. RA3DIO is based on the research pro-
totype WorldView [3]. It has been implemented
to visualize and explore virtual terrains and terrain
related themes, especially electro-magnetic wave
propagation of transmitters in rural and suburban
areas. Microsoft Windows has been chosen as
platform for RA3DIO because of its wide distribu-
tion and its huge number of standard components.
Therefore, it runs both on fast graphic workstations
and on small Notebook computers.

XGobi [4] can be best described as a high-
interaction statistical graphics package. These
packages have been developed within the last 15
years to enhance the graphic facilities developed
for exploratory data analysis since the early 1960’s.
XGobi is mainly available for Unix platforms.

Our link connects RA3DIO and XGobi with Re-
mote Procedure Calls (RPCs). There are several
possibilities to link or couple different programs.
We call a coupling loose if the communication is
realized by reading and writing shared data files.
In contrast, a close coupling is based on built-in
software components, which can be invoked by an-
other program [5]. RPC is a typical method of
close coupling. For a fast working link that has
to send information in real-time, close coupling is

the method of choice.

RPCs are often integrated among other services
in a middleware. We considered several middle-
ware standards like CORBA [6], DCE [7], DCOM
[8], and Java RMI [9], as described in Section 4.
We decided to use DCE (Distributed Computing
Environment), because it is efficient and indepen-
dent of the operating system and network.

The remaining paper is structured as follows.
The next two sections introduce the programs we
have linked. Section 4 is about DCE, the under-
lying communication method used for our link.
Section 5 ensures that the reader is able to under-
stand the ideas that are underlying the link between
RA3DIO and XGobi. It also provides insights how
to construct similar linked software environments
and looks at possible applications of our link. Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper and Section 7 gives an
overview on possible future work.

2 XGobi

XGobi is a dynamic statistical graphics program
that can be used for visual data mining. Some
examples where XGobi has been successfully
used are the display and clustering of shopping-
frequency data [10] and the visualization of ex-
perimental measurements of laser performance and
high-dimensional geometric objects [11]. XGobi
can be used in applications as different as the clas-
sification of archaeological sites and for human
motion data.

One of the main features provided by XGobi is
the grand tour [12]. In addition to the standard
grand tour, XGobi also supports the projection pur-
suit guided tour, a combination of two comple-
mentary methods into an interactive and dynamic
framework. Another main feature is “linked brush-
ing” of multiple XGobi windows that are display-
ing different projections of the same data. “Linked
brushing” is helpful in the exploration of clusters
in high dimensions. The term “linked brushing”
refers to the concept of marking points in one win-
dow using different symbols and colors and auto-
matically updating all “linked” views.



3 RA3DIO

RA3DIO is a virtual reality framework for electro-
magnetic wave propagation based on a terrain ex-
plorer for very large topographic scenes. The vi-
sualized terrain is a combination of adaptively tri-
angulated digital elevation data and texture (e.g.,
aerial ortho-photos, topographic pixel maps). The
texture helps the user to better recognize terrain
parts. The concepts that are required for the ter-
rain explorer to handle huge amounts of terrain
and texture data in a virtual reality manner (dy-
namic scene management, level of detail manage-
ment) have been extensively studied in the ViRGIS
project [1]. RA3DIO makes use of the same con-
cepts.

A link between RA3DIO and XGobi is very
useful and interesting. It offers the possibility
to analyze the various kinds of data provided by
RA3DIO. An actual example are radiation emis-
sions. RA3DIO can provide a large amount of data
for visual exploration in XGobi, e.g., the terrain
data (polyhedral triangulated data) on its own or
the spatial data objects handled in RA3DIO, such
as cities with their parameters (city name, spo-
ken language, number of habitants, city area, etc.)
or the antenna data set (position, direction, height
above ground, power, antenna type, carrier fre-
quency, etc.). Even combinations of the previously
mentioned multivariate, spatially referenced data
objects can serve as a source for an exploratory
data analysis in XGobi.

4 Distributed Computing Environ-
ment (DCE)

At the moment, there are several competing mid-
dleware standards. One of them is the OSF (Open
Software Foundation, now The Open Group) DCE.
This is a key technology in three of today’s most
important areas of computing: security, the World
Wide Web, and distributed objects. It is the only
suite of integrated services from a vendor-neutral
source that enables organizations to develop, use,
and maintain distributed programs across hetero-
geneous networks [13].

We have considered alternative standards to

DCE such as the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) [6] from the Object Man-
agement Group (OMG), the Distributed Compo-
nent Object Model (DCOM) [8] from Microsoft,
and Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [9].
Due to the space limitations, we omit the advan-
tages and drawbacks of the alternative middleware
standards.

4.1 Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

DCE provides a client/server model. A service ex-
porter registers services at a server and a service
importer can bind to those services. All DCE ser-
vices are based on the RPC mechanism which is
typical for middleware.

Although the connected machines can have dif-
ferent data formats, there is no explicit data conver-
sion necessary in the program’s source code. DCE
automatically converts the data in the correct way
during the marshalling/unmarshalling process.

In DCE, a program can offer a set of RPCs.
It has to declare them in an interface specified in
the Interface Definition Language (IDL). The IDL
compiler generates a client and a server stub, which
are linked to the client and to the server, respec-
tively. The stubs perform the “real work”, the plat-
form dependant communication, invisible for the
programmer. IDL also generates some procedure
declarations that let RPCs look like simple local
procedure calls. Only the initialization and the fi-
nalization contain DCE-specific code.

Each interface has a universal unique identifier
(uuid) built from the network address and the sys-
tem time at the time of the creation. This ID is
important for the interface registration at a DCE
server machine. After the registration, the server
program runs into a status waiting for incoming
calls, where it is possible to answer multiple calls
at once in multiple threads. A client can connect to
the server and bind to an interface at run-time.

5 The RA3DIO/XGobi Link

Our implementation is based on the ideas of the
previously developed link between ArcView, a
GIS, and XGobi [14, 15, 16]. This link provides
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Figure 1: Schematic RPC Communication

several different features to display spatial data in
XGobi. One feature, the “basic link”, simply trans-
fers multivariate data from ArcView into XGobi
where it is displayed and can be interactively ma-
nipulated. For the other features, XGobi performs
a pre-computation after the data has been trans-
ferred from ArcView. For example, XGobi com-
putes the variogram-cloud plot or spatially lagged
scatterplots [17].

The pre-computation in XGobi is a little bit his-
toric because ArcView’s script language Avenue
was slow and not very good prepared for complex
computations. The pre-computation means for our
application that XGobi provides extended possibil-
ities compared to the standard XGobi. All features
of XGobi that are available in the ArcView/XGobi
link can also be accessed in the RA3DIO/XGobi
link.

The main interactive function of our new link
is the so-called “linked brushing”. This func-
tion is characteristic for the bidirectional link: On
one side, user actions in RA3DIO may change the
data and the brushing information in XGobi. On
the other side, interactive brushing that occurs in
XGobi may result in data changes in RA3DIO.

Both, XGobi and RA3DIO, are working as DCE
client and DCE server at the same time. Therefore,
they can communicate in both directions (see Fig-
ure 1). XGobi provides 35 remote procedures as a
server and calls one remote procedure as a client
(update brushing information). We will describe
some of the remote procedures in the following
sections in more details.

5.1 The XGobi Side of the Link

The “basic link” between XGobi and an exter-
nal program (e.g. RA3DIO) consists of nine

remote procedures that are provided by XGobi.
First, XGobi has to be started in a remote
mode. Then, by calling “RPCInit Data”, the
client transfers the name, the number of data
points, and the number of dimensions of the ini-
tial data set to XGobi. “RPCSendInit Data”
is the procedure to transfer the data to XGobi.
With “RPC SendInit Symbols”, XGobi can be
informed about the initial color and/or symbols
that are used to display the data points. After
the “RPCMake XGobi” call, XGobi opens an X-
window and gets ready for user interactions.

The biggest problem for XGobi was the syn-
chronization with the RPCs. XGobi is a single-
threaded application. That means, only one thread
can access internal data structures at a time. In
DCE, RPCs can occur at any time. So, there has
to be a synchronization between each RPC thread
and the main XGobi thread. This is the classical
mutual exclusion problem that can be solved using
semaphores.

In our solution, every RPC first runs into a lock
statement. This means that the thread stops un-
til the semaphore variable is unlocked by another
thread, i.e., by the XGobi main thread. XGobi calls
the unlock statement many times a second. Then,
a waiting RPC can start with its execution. The
XGobi thread becomes suspended at the follow-
ing lock statement until the RPC finishes its com-
putation and unlocks the semaphore again. This
method works in the same way if multiple RPCs
(from different clients) are allowed at the same
time.

5.2 The RA3DIO Side of the Link

The RA3DIO side of the link is substantially sim-
pler than the XGobi side because RA3DIO is
a thread-safe multithreaded program. Thus, the
thread-based DCE-RPCs cooperate very well with
the behavior of RA3DIO.

After a short initialization of the link, RA3DIO
is immediately ready to send the initial data set to
XGobi and to open XGobi either on the PC with
a X-window emulator or on a Unix workstation.
During the initialization of the link, a thread han-
dler must be started. This handler invokes a num-
ber of concurrent threads to serve all the incom-



ing remote procedure calls. In combination with
XGobi, “Xfer Brushinfo” is the only remote pro-
cedure used on the RA3DIO server side.

Once XGobi has been initialized, the user is able
to interact with the multivariate data set sent by
RA3DIO. While brushing some data points of the
data set, XGobi calls “XferBrushinfo” to inform
RA3DIO about the updated brushing information.
The updated data points are numbered according
to the order initially used and exactly these ordi-
nal numbers together with the brushing informa-
tion (symbol, size and color) are sent to RA3DIO.
RA3DIO maps these numbers to the objects using
an array and updates the specified appearance of
the objects. Because XGobi only sends the ordinal
number of the data point, RA3DIO has to store the
array for the entire time while communicating with
XGobi.

We have already mentioned that RA3DIO visu-
alizes only a small part of the whole terrain data
at the same time. Thus, it makes sense only to
transfer the visible data into XGobi. While ex-
ploring the terrain, new terrain patches are loaded
and patches that are no longer used are removed.
Hence, the data set in XGobi does not anymore
represent the visualized data in RA3DIO. In this
situation, it would be desirable that XGobi can
handle dynamically changing data. But it cannot.
Therefore, we have to reinitialize the whole data
set stored in XGobi and reinitialize the array to
map the new ordinal numbers to the new objects.

5.3 Interaction between RA3DIO and
XGobi

Figure 2 shows a simplified chart of the interac-
tion between RA3DIO and XGobi. A more de-
tailed description of the RPCs and related issues
can be found on our web pages.

Figure 3 shows the link at work. The XGobi
view (smaller window on the left) shows the 3D-
coordinates of the antennas visible in RA3DIO.
Points in XGobi are brushed using different sym-
bols and colors and the corresponding spatial loca-
tions are marked with the same symbols and colors
in RA3DIO. In addition, the link between RA3DIO
and XGobi allows the user to explore the terrain
and view one or multiple additional variables re-

Figure 2: Interaction between RA3DIO and XGobi

lated to the spatial location of the antennas in the
XGobi window. This extra data can be the power
of each antenna or the radiation it emits. XGobi
allows to brush points that relate e.g. to anten-
nas with high radiation emissions in its view while
through linked brushing, the corresponding spatial
locations become highlighted in the RA3DIO map
view.

6 Conclusion

During this project, we studied and solved the
problem of connecting two different software
packages. We linked the virtual reality frame-
work RA3DIO and the dynamical statistical graph-
ics package XGobi. The users of RA3DIO can now
enjoy to see additional statistical data in XGobi and
analyze it with a professional tool.

At the present time, it is not necessary that ev-
ery software package provides every useful func-
tion by itself. Instead, it is more economical to
provide an open interface to off-the-shelf software
packages so that other programs can use these spe-
cial features. If the specification of the interface
is public, a program can conquer new applications
years after the programmer wrote the last line of its
source code – even if the source code is not avail-
able to others.



Figure 3: Bidirectional link between RA3DIO and
XGobi at work

To link the two software packages, RA3DIO and
XGobi, we used a method of close coupling be-
cause the data throughput is a key component in a
virtual reality system. Remote Procedure Calls are
such a method of close coupling. Among different
middleware standards providing RPCs, we chose
DCE-RPCs because of their independence of the
operating system and network and because of their
communication speed.

Our work has shown that it is an advantage to
think about middleware already at the stage of the
design. Many programmers still build huge mono-
lithic systems that do not provide connections to
the world outside. It should be of a greater interest
how to design interfaces of open systems [18] and
how to connect them to program specific function-
ality.

Recently, the DCE version of XGobi has been
included into the officially distributed XGobi
source code. With some additional knowledge
that is provided through our web pages, it should
be easy to connect additional software systems to
XGobi, using DCE-RPCs.

7 Future Work

There is a future need to extend XGobi’s function-
ality of the link, because the “send data” protocol
of the link was originally not designed for dynamic
data updates. This means that in the current imple-

mentation RA3DIO has to resend all data of the
actual matrix of patches to XGobi and not only
the data of the newly loaded patches since the last
visible scene update. This results in a superfluous
and excessive network load. An interim solution to
handle this problem could be a data mirror residing
on the same machine as the XGobi client.

Other future work will focus on the CORBA
compliant standards that will be provided by the
Omega project [19]. So far, there is no common
standard for linking statistical software packages
and, therefore, every link had other main interests.
CORBA can integrate these different viewpoints
and should be the future basis for all links from
application programs to statistical software pack-
ages.

Another direction of our work deals with the
portation of XGobi to the PC. The main problem
hereby is the RPC part. DCE-RPCs, respectively
ONC-RPCs, have to be called from a GNU GCC-
compiled XGobi. We hope that we can present our
link completely running on only one PC in the near
future.
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Appendix

The main web addresses for RA3DIO and the Arc-
View/XGobi link are:

www.ra3dio.ethz.ch
www.public.iastate.edu/˜arcview-xgobi

Additional informations about the RPCs supported
by XGobi can be found at:

www.galaxy.gmu.edu/˜maschn/xgobi
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